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1. OVERVIEW OF DESIGN STATUS
This document, taken with the supporting analysis documents given in the references
(Appendix 3), describes the current ASC design. The design information in this document super-
sedes that in the ASC Conceptual Design Document. We summarize here the major design
advances and changes since the conceptual design:

• Installation Support: the use of the 4km tube for establishing the initial beam axis has been
included in the design; a more detailed sequencing for determining the initial optic orien-
tations has been worked out; schemes for handling the effects of the optic wedges have
been identified

• Lock Acquisition: extension of the (static) modal model to wide angles has given impor-
tant information on the critical alignment degrees-of-freedom for lock acquisition; a possi-
ble scheme for a sequential ISC acquisition procedure has been identified

• Detection Mode alignment: advances and changes for the detection mode design are sum-
marized in section 5.1.

• Diagnostics: Specific diagnostic tests, and electronics requirements for implementing
them, have been defined.

• Test Plan: the major R&D project in support of the ASC – the Fixed-Mass Interferometer
(FMI) – was successfully completed; a test setup and plan for prototype ASC hardware
and software has been proposed and is being evaluated.

There are some areas of the design that we would prefer be further along at this stage:

• Installation Support: hardware designs for the specific alignment fixtures and tools have
not been made.

• Optical Levers: a prototype optical lever was built and tested, but additional tests are
needed.

• Lock Acquisition: the dynamic modal model incorporating a control system is still in
development; until this model has been exercised - and supported with results from lock-
ing the 40m - the alignment tolerance for acquisition will remain an open issue.

The recent addition of a new mechanical engineer to the ISC group will speed the advancement of
the first two items in the final design phase, and we expect that they will be appropriately devel-
oped at the Final Design Review. The third item relies on on-going model development; we have
recently made a plan for testing and implementing the near-complete dynamic modal model code.

2. SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES

2.1. COS beam delivery
It is assumed that all designated interferometer output beams and sample beams originating in
vacuum:

• are fully collimated (waist position to lie within 2 mTBR of exit vacuum I/O port)
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• have Gaussian beam radii 2 mmTBR < w < 4 mmTBR

• exit vacuum I/O ports within +/- 5 cmTBR of nominal IFO beam height

• exit I/O ports within 10 degreesTBR of parallel to a horizontal ray perpendicular to the
nominal IFO beam axis

• accumulate no wavefront aberrations exceedingλ/10TBR between the originating COC
surface(s) and the exit interface

In order to facilitate the design of the ASC Guoy phase telescopes, the Guoy phase at a defined
exit plane must be specified to within 5°TBR, or equivalently the specific COS beam reduction
design must be supplied to the ASC; the tolerances in this design must be such that the Guoy
phase at the exit port can be determined by calculation to within 5°TBR.

2.2. LSC
Because of the integrated nature of the LSC and ASC, there will be a more global ISC supervisory
control function governing the lock acquisition sequence, diagnostics, and other common interfer-
ometer control signals.

2.3. SUSpensions
For ASC alignment control signals sent to the SUS controller, the following interfaces and speci-
fications apply:

• ASC input to SUS controller is in the optic’s pitch-yaw basis (transformation to individual
coil currents done in SUS controller

• Sensitivity of SUS input in radians/volt (vs. frequency if applicable): TBD

• Range: +/- 10-4 rad forf> 10 mHz; +/- 1 mrad forf< 10 mHz.
The following interfaces and specifications apply to the supervisory control of the local damping
control:

• Damping mode control: ASC will have the capability of switching between the different
modes of local damping (velocity damping; velocity damping with low frequency gain; no
damping). Control interface type and specs: TBD.

• Input sensor control: ASC will have the capability of switching the sensor input for the
local damping between the suspension sensors and the ASC optical levers

• ASC optical lever signals used for local damping will be interfaced to the SUS controller
in the pitch/yaw basis; sensitivity of SUS input TBD.

SUS outputs sent to the ASC/ISC supervisory control:

• suspension sensor signals, in pitch/yaw units; rate and other specs TBD

The following interfaces and specifications apply to the ASC orientation readout function for the
SUS installation:

• readout format: TBD (digital meter, e.g.)
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• update rate: TBD

2.4. SEI control operation
To compensate for long term alignment drifts (due probably to stack drifts), SEI will provide off-
line control inputs for translating the stack transverse to the optic axis (for long term beam center-
ing control) and for rotating the stack about the vertical (for long term optic yaw control). The
ranges of these actuators are given in the SEI DRD. Specifications for the control inputs are TBD.

2.5. IOO control operation
The ASC design for the mode cleaner (MC) alignment calls for control inputs for the direction of
the MC input beam, in the basis of input beam angle and position (reference plane at the MC
waist). Specifications for these inputs are TBD.

3. INITIAL ALIGNMENT - INSTALLATION SUPPORT

3.1. Changes from the conceptual design
The installation support design has been modified in several key respects:

• The design of IO alignment and installation support for IO are now part of ASC scope; while
some requirements associated with IO are still TBD (e.g., MC length precision, centering
requirements on telescope mirrors and Faraday isolator) we feel it is likely these specifications
will be accommodated by the general plan outlined here.

• Axial positioning of optics is likely to become part of ASC scope (though this is currently not
official). Requirements for the precision of this positioning are TBD; in anticipation, we have
outlined a baseline proposal involving standard measuring tools, capable of a few mm accu-
racy over the station.

• Dead reckoning of the beam tube centerline from facility station monuments alone was judged
too unreliable given the results of the Hanford beam tube slab survey. Despite the potential
schedule impact (TBD), we now plan to open the gate valves under vacuum and sight the far
end from each station to establish a pilot beam parallel to the beam tube axis.

•  The use of DMT’s (Dummy Mirror Tools) to transfer the pilot beam normal to the optical
lever system was principally motivated by a desire to decouple the ASC setup work from the
suspension installation. It is not clear that this schedule decoupling is actually needed, and the
use of the intermediate transfer standard introduced additional opportunities for error. As a
result, our baseline plan is now to use the pilot beam system directly on each suspended optic
during its installation. We may still prepare a DMT as a backup (for instance, if a suspension
is held up for some reason). We also retained one (but called it something less silly) for instal-
lation of the beamsplitter; see 3.4.2.

• Pilot beams are now to be generated by laser autocollimators rather than simple laser transits,
and the lateral transfer of their beam to the mirror axis will be accomplished (in most
instances) by hollow retrorereflectors rather than periscopes. Use of the autocollimation fea-
ture permits higher precision in setting the optic normal to the pilot beam than the beam over-
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lap method previously proposed.
• To facilitate transverse centering of suspended optics on the various offset positions required

in the corner station, transparent measurement reticles combined with a video caliper mea-
surement unit will be used in conjunction with a CAD-based positioning database. This
should be faster and more accurate, and should reduce the amount of human access required
inside the chambers.

3.2. Installation support functions & requirements
Suspended core optics and some suspended input optics will have restricted ranges of adjustment
after installation. For example, the COC suspension will permit no more than +/- 1 milliradians of
pitch or yaw adjustment (SUS DRD). In addition, RF sideband resonance conditions constrain the
ratio between the mode cleaner and recycling cavity length (LIGO-T960122), and alignment ther-
mal noise requires accurate centering of the resonant mode on the physical center of each core
optic (ASC DRD). It is therefore necessary to establish accurate fiducial positions and equilib-
rium angles for these optics, referenced to the site coordinate system, at the time of their installa-
tion. ASC will provide the procedures and tooling to measure and verify these translations and
angles, and the means to evaluate or restore them after disturbances (including, for example,
pumpdown).

 Transverse position settings must be +/- 1 mm or better for input test masses, +/- 5 mm or better
for beamsplitters, recycling mirrors and folding mirrors, and +/- 3 mm or better for mode cleaner
mirrors (ASC DRD, T952007). Requirements on the axial position setting accuracy (for all
optics) and on the transverse position accuracy of the IO beam expander components remain TBD
at this time; for the purposes of this preliminary design, they are assumed to be no more stringent
than +/- 3 mm for each. In general this permits setting the suspensions using standard surveying
instruments placed outside the chambers.

Should tighter axial position precision be required, several alternate strategies have been pro-
posed. One candidate under consideration uses a picosecond pulsed solid-state laser directed
along the optical axis with high-speed detectors and precision timing equipment to make a sub-
millimeter-resolution optical time domain reflectometer. Of course, this would be significantly
more costly and require additional laboratory development. Convergence of axial position specifi-
cations and development of a consistent implementation will receive a high priority in the final
design phase.

For all core optics and the final IO steering mirror, the goal for initial setting of the surface normal
will be within +/- 50 microradians of the ideal optical axis (note that a beam reflected from such
an optic will thus be within 100 microradians of the ideal direction). While the requirement (ASC
DRD, T952007) is to use 10% or less of the suspension actuator dynamic range (i.e., +/- 100
microradians), achieving this more stringent goal will guarantee that reflected beams can be
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returned within the 1 meter clear aperture at 4 km, which will simplify subsequent alignment pro-
cesses.

3.3. Facility monuments and initialization
LIGO Civil Construction will provide each LVEA/VEA station with alignment monuments
(“brass plugs”) bonded to the facility technical foundation. Approximately 12 monuments will be
provided in the Hanford LVEA, 10 in the Livingston LVEA, and 6 in each end- or mid-station
VEA. They are generally placed approximately one meter from the vacuum envelope at strategic
points, chosen by PSI (the vacuum equipment contractor) to be near critical flanges in the vacuum
system. These monuments are used by PSI to install the vacuum envelope; final chamber positions
may deviate by no more than +/- 2.5 mm transverse to and +/- 25 mm parallel to the local laser
beam axis with respect to ideal positions indicated by the monuments. However, the placement of
these monuments and their relationship to the beam tube axes (marked by an independent set of
references along the beam tube slab) remains LIGO’s responsibility.

Figure 1: Example station plug layout (right end station; from 12/11/96 PSI proposal)
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In principle, achieving absolute angular alignment with respect to the beam tube axes “blind” (i.e.
from survey of pre-installed monuments alone) is advantageous from the standpoint of installation
scheduling and risk management. For example, this would permit the detector installation to pro-
ceed essentially independent of the status of the beam tube modules (some of which may be
undergoing bakeout at the appropriate time) and vacuum equipment (which might need to be
vented at the appropriate time to serve other installation needs). This requires the ensemble of
monuments in any given station to be angularly oriented to the beam tubes within a fraction of the
+/- 50 microradian setup tolerance goal. This in turn would require knowingdifferential lateral
and vertical offsets of successive plugs within a given station to better than +/-0.5 mm (the abso-
lute common offset is not so critical). Unfortunately, analysis of the Hanford beam tube slab sur-
vey (LIGO-T960176) indicates that the best differential accuracy achieved there between adjacent
monuments is of order 4 to 10 times worse than this. As a result, while all practical efforts should
be taken to achieve the requisite precision in setting the station plugs, we do not feel secure in
relying on sub-50 microrad alignment of the pattern to the tube axes.

Our alternate strategy involves direct sighting of the mid- or end-station through each evacuated
beam tube, at a time when both station vacuum sections and the intervening beam tube module(s)
are simultaneously under high vacuum. This will permit calibration of a semi-permanent align-
ment reference in each station which is parallel to the true tube axes.

ASC will furnish viewports for installation on the vacuum equipment, either prior to commission-
ing or shortly after LIGO acceptance (for example, at the same time that electrical feedthroughs
are installed, permitting concurrent leak testing). At least one of these ports in each station will be
installed on a nozzle affording a direct view of the beam tube clear aperture, at nominal height
between 10 and 35 cm above the beam tube centerline. In the midstations at Hanford, where no
such direct-view ports exist, vacuum-compatible periscopes (cf. Figure 13, Optical Lever Peri-
scope) will be installed in selected nozzles on the manifold reducers A-1 and A-14 to give an
equivalent internal view (see PSI V049-5-004). A laser autocollimator with visual reticle and
electronic readout (e.g., Newport LAE500) on a kinematic platform is then mounted to the techni-
cal foundation in each station to obtain a clear view of the tube aperture through each of these
ports. A total of six such units are needed at Hanford and four at Livingston; one is placed at each
endstation or midstation (looking toward the corner station), and one looks down each beam tube
from the corner stations. These units have specified resolution of 0.1 arcsecond (0.5 microradian),
so the accuracy of the final installation will be limited by the stability of the supports (see 3.4.1.)

Two or more additional viewports will be installed on nozzles affording an interior view of the
BSC chamber, HAM endcap, or (closed) isolation valve gate. A video camera mounted to one
such port will image the chamber interior to detect transmission of the laser beam from the auto-
collimator at the far end. The other port will support a high-intensity illuminator (either a lamp or
a collimated visible laser) to illuminate a spot on the chamber interior or valve gate which is visi-
ble through the clear aperture.
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When all sections are at high vacuum, the isolation valves are opened and the chamber illumina-
tors are turned on. Each autocollimator is adjusted to bring the image of the distant illuminated
spot to the center of the reticle. Then, the interior chamber illuminators are turned off and the
autocollimators’ coaxial lasers are turned on; using the video imaging equipment, the centroid of
the transmitted laser spot (which may be as much as 50 cm in diameter, depending on collimator
and laser specifications) is brought to the center of the clear aperture at the far end.   At this time
the autocollimator adjustments are locked. The isolation gate valves may now be reclosed and the
vacuum section backfilled.

3.4. Core Optics installation support

3.4.1. End- and Mid-station core optics

Only ETM’s are contained in the end- and mid-stations. To prepare for installation, optical lever
transmitter and receiver platforms are installed near the appropriate BSC or manifold viewport
nozzles. After the local seismic isolation stack has been installed in the BSC and has settled to
remove initial drift (drift period TBD pending measurements on prototype springs), a standard
transit level and steel tape measure are used to determine the correct offset for the test mass sus-
pension from the brass plugs, using their tabulated offsets. These marks are transferred to transits
on tripods adjacent to the removable 60” doors on the BSC; the softwall cleanroom is craned into
position, the chamber prepared for opening and the 60” doors removed. The optical lever and cav-
ity transmission QPD viewports may now be installed on their nozzles, and the optical lever trans-
mitter and receiver installed and connected. If needed, internal relay periscopes (Figure 13) are
also installed at this time to bring the optical lever receiver beam and cavity transmission beam
out.

Figure 2: End station core optic installation tooling arrangement
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The stack mounting interface height and level are adjusted using external adjustment screws as
indicated by the transit and a precision bubble level. Inside the chamber, vacuum-compatible
translation stops (provided by others) are then bolted to the isolation stack mounting surface such
that, when the suspension is installed against these stops, the optic will lie in the proper plane at
the correct lateral and vertical offset from the beam tube centerline. Next, a lateral transfer retrore-
flector tool (Figure 3) is temporarily mounted to the stack interface facing the HR side of the sus-
pended ETM, to intercept the autocollimator beam and redirect it backward toward the ETM face.
This tool is noncontaminating, but need not be vacuum-compatible as it will be removed.

When the ETM itself is ready to be installed, the suspension crew proceeds by aligning the sus-
pension cage to its position stops, rotating it in azimuth and adjusting the equilibrium pitch of the
optic (using the suspension control bias) to retroreflect the autocollimator beam.

The optical lever laser is directed onto the ETM, and the reflected beam is nulled on its quadrant
detector. Optical lever settings are then logged for reference. Finally, the transmitted autocollima-
tor beam is used to align the cavity transmission beam reducer and center the transmission moni-
tor QPD on the cavity axis (and thus the optical center of the ETM). This final step is noncritical
since the monitor will be calibrated later by the operational beam centering procedure (see Sec-
tion 7). At this stage the tool can be removed from the chamber and the chamber resealed.

Errors in the final alignment of the suspended optic may arise in several ways:

• A thermal gradient of 0.5 degree C across a simple steel support column 2 m high and 20 cm
in diameter can induce an angle change of 50 microradians. If necessary, such deflections will
be mitigated by thermal insulation and choice of low-expansion materials.

• Turbulence and heat flow in the air column between the autocollimator output and the view-
port will induce random variations in the apparent reference direction. The air path will thus
be enclosed and sealed, and sources of heat (including the autocollimator laser’s heat sink and
power supply) will be stabilized and/or insulated.

• The wedge of air inside the autocollimator’s viewport will refract the beam differently
between atmospheric pressure and vacuum, changing its angle by approximately one part in

104 of the nominal angle of incidence. To avoid a significant effect the beam should enter the
viewport within about 10 degrees of normal. Where no available flange permits this, it may be
necessary to provide an angled nozzle extension, or (since the effect is calculable) preemp-
tively offset the autocollimator by the required amount.

• A less predictable vacuum-related effect is the distortion of the local technical foundation due
to unbalanced air pressure on the chambers. An anchored BSC chamber resisting an unbal-
anced vacuum load will induce a local tilt of approximately 100 microradians (D. Coyne).  In
the above procedure, after pointing the autocollimator beam through the beam tube under vac-
uum, that tilt will be relieved when the chamber is backfilled to install the test mass.  We will
thus equip each autocollimator platform with a precision tiltmeter. This will be used to mea-
sure the pumpout tilt, which will be initially uncertain due to variability of the concrete, soil
and boundary conditions. The tiltmeter signal may either be subtracted as an offset or nulled
by readjustment of the platform. Since the shift is comparable in magnitude to the target accu-
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racy, highly accurate cancellation is not necessary. (Note that the pitch of the single-loop sus-
pension is determined gravitationally, so the slab deflection should not affect the mirror’s
equilibrium pitch. This compensation is thus only needed during suspension installation.)

Figure 3: Lateral transfer retroreflector arrangement

3.4.2. Corner station core optics

In the corner station, a similar procedure is employed to set each of the core optics, with some
variations related to the number of optics and the need for accurate relative positioning between
members of the group. The deflection of beams due to transmission through wedged substrates
(wedges between 0.5 and 2 degrees, TBD) causes the recycling mirror, beamsplitter and IO beam
expander output mirror to lie at different positions and angles with respect to the nominal cavity
axis. These positions will be tabulated for each optic from the CAD optical layout; these tables
may need to be updated with component test data (actual measured wedge and orientation, for
example) to achieve sufficient accuracy.

For axial positioning, a pretensioned steel survey tape will be installed on the technical foundation
parallel to each beam line and initially calibrated to the brass plugs by use of a transit and plumb
bob. This has the advantage that it will not need to be repositioned and recalibrated when the soft-
wall cleanrooms are moved from chamber to chamber. Axial positions will be transferred from
this tape to a tripod-mounted right-angle laser sheet generator (e.g., White ML-200 or LaserTools
L100LK) standing above it and adjacent to an open chamber access door; the projected laser sheet
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will then be used to set axial suspension cage positioning stops on the isolation stack, as for the
end- and mid-stations.

To minimize the work of individually surveying the multiple lateral and vertical suspension off-
sets, jigs will be used to generate positions from the single autocollimator beam threading all the
chambers of a given section. The jigs will consist of rigid aluminum frames with CNC-ruled
Mylar reticles; the edge of each frame will be provided with kinematic mounting provisions to
clamp to a SOS or LOS suspension cage. A commercial video caliper system, imaging these reti-
cles from outside the chamber, will then be used to determine the offset of the mounting plane
(and thus the optic center) from the centroid of the reticle-scattered autocollimator beam. The sus-
pension installation team can then use the video caliper readout to install and lock down each
cage.

ITM angles will be measured and set exactly as for ETM’s; the autocollimator pilot beam (previ-
ously set parallel to the beam tube axis by sighting the far end) is intercepted by a lateral-transfer
retroreflector and directed to the reflecting face of the ITM, which is rotated to achieve perfect ret-
roreflection. The optical levers are then nulled for reference.

The beamsplitter, recycling mirror and folding mirrors (for the 2km interferometer) are not nor-
mal to the beam tube axis (in the case of the RM, it is because of the substrate wedges on the ITM
and BS). Several options are available for dealing with this;

• After both ITM installations, their transmitted autocollimator beams follow approximately the
same paths as the interferometer beam will. Installing the folding mirrors (WA 2k), beamsplit-
ter, recycling mirror and IO beam expander output mirror in that order, the retroreflected beam
passed backward through the entire chain will give (approximately) the correct angles for each
optic. Temporarily offsetting the ITM by a known angle prevents confusion when setting the
BS and RM angles. Because of the wavelength difference in substrate refractive index
between IR and the visible (~ 635 - 670 nm is used in most commercial autocollimators), the
visible beam is refracted by about 130 microradians more per degree of wedge, and a small
compensation needs to be applied to each optic; the optical lever can provide a calibrated way
to introduce this offset. Alternatively, the autocollimator could be modified to use a Nd:YAG
laser or a diode laser at a nearby wavelength.

• One potentially inconvenient feature of this method may be that it relies on a specific installa-
tion sequence (“backward” from the ITM’s to the IO beam expander). An arbitrary sequence
can be followed if the lateral transfer retroreflector can be set up adjacent to the optic being
installed. The local tilt of the beam (tabulated in advance from specifications or measurements
of the intervening substrates) can be “dialed in” using a variable wedge plate, which is preset
off-line to each required deviation angle and set between the suspension and the retroreflector.

Since autocollimation is not directly possible for the beamsplitter, an additional temporary optic is
required to establish its angle (for either of the above general methods). A flat mirror on a kine-
matic adjustable mount is placed at side of the beamsplitter nearest the recycling mirror, and
(using a lateral transfer retroreflector and the adjacent pilot beam) it is arranged normal to the
beam axis and locked. The pilot beam from the other arm is then also retroreflected and bounced
off the beamsplitter, onto this temporary mirror and back; as can be seen from Figure 4, when the
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beam returns to its source the cavity axes are properly reflected onto each other by the beamsplit-
ter. The retroreflectors and temporary mirror are then removed.

Figure 4: Beamsplitter alignment using both corner station autocollimators.

3.4.3. Input Optics installation support

The large final output steering mirror of the IO beam expanding telescope will be aligned along
with the core optics, using the same methods and support equipment. However, all the small-
diameter in-vacuum optics will be aligned as a group, decoupled from the large optics installation.
This is useful because the input optics and laser must be commissioned and characterized very
early in the installation sequence, and because their alignment and centering tolerances are gener-
ally less stringent. The adjustment afforded by the final two steering mirrors permits IO “abso-
lute” alignment to deviate from the global coordinate system, up to limits determined by beam
centering and baffle clearances.

A pilot beam system will still be used to derive the vertical and lateral component offsets (with
Mylar reticles and a video caliper readout), although this pilot beam does not need to be com-
pletely parallel to the beam tube axes. If the main autocollimator beam is available at the time
required it will be used; otherwise, another beam will be generated (e.g., from a commercial laser

STEP 1: Set up temporary mirror

STEP 2: Align beamsplitter

temporary flat mirror
(now normal to right arm
autocollimator)

retroreflector(s)

BS

right arm
AC beam

left arm
AC

beam
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transit level) and set parallel to the mode cleaner tube.   Precise axial positioning of the mode
cleaner and telescope mirrors will be done in the same way as for the core optics.

The current baseline IO design (IO conceptual design document) is entirely reflective, except for
two substrate transmissions in the mode cleaner input and output couplers (which cancel to lowest
order) and the Faraday isolator. Thus it will be possible to achieve adequate alignment by sending
a parallel beam backwards through the entire chain and adjusting each component in turn; this
beam can be generated by a retroreflector placed at the output, or can be a separate laser beam.
Finally, IO is making provision for operating the mode cleaner at low IR laser power in air, which
will allow final adjustment of the cavity with the actual resonant mode before fully committing to
the suspension positions.

4. ISC ACQUISITION PROCEDURE

4.1. Advances and Changes
Interferometer lock acquisition remains one of the major open issues for the ASC (how well does
the interferometer have to be aligned before it can be locked?). A recent advance is the definition
of an ‘idealized’ LSC acquisition procedure, where the interferometer lengths are sequentially
brought into resonance (by ‘idealized’ we mean the fact that it assumes a perfectly aligned inter-
ferometer at each stage). In the context of this LSC procedure, we have tried to identify an align-
ment procedure that should allow the length locking to proceed as envisioned. The acquisition
procedure outlined below is thus more of a combined LSC & ASC (i.e., ISC) acquisition proce-
dure than presented at the DRR.

4.2. Wide angle modeling
Modal model simulations extended to many modes and applied at large angular misalignment are
described in [T960191-00-D, update 5]. Three main topic were investigated: the modal decompo-
sition of the electric fields, the servo-stability of the length sensing signals and the linearity of the
wavefront sensing signals when the interferometer is close to resonance. The investigations were
made along the axes which are diagonal for the degradation of the gravitational-wave readout:u1
to u5 as defined in Appendix 1. Table 1 summarizes the findings. Even though the angles for
which the power in the recycling and the in-line arm cavity has dropped by factor of two and the
stability boundaries for longitudinal and angular misalignment are vastly different in different
directions, they are usually very similar in absolute values for each direction. The smallest limit
for a stable alignment is obtained for a misalignment in the direction ofu1~ rad. This mis-
alignment involves only the recycling mirror and the ITMs, hence, suggesting that during lock
acquisition the recycling cavity should be aligned before the arm cavities are brought into reso-
nance.

1
7–×10
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4.3. Sub-states of the IFO
We use the following definitions of interferometer substates, where the state number corresponds
to the number of length degrees-of-freedom that are resonant:

• State 2: The recycling cavity is resonant for the main sidebands, and the Michelson is at
the point of zero path length difference for the carrier (normal dark port condition, even
though there is very little carrier in the recycling cavity); carrier is nowhere resonant

• State 3: The conditions of state 2 hold, plus one of the arm cavities is resonant for the
carrier

• State 4: The entire interferometer is resonant in the normal Detection Mode state.

4.3.1. Unlocked recycled Michelson - manual alignment

The recycled Michelson must be aligned well enough so that it can be locked in length. The first
step will be to manually align the cavity consisting of the recycling mirror, the beamsplitter, and
the on-line ITM (refer to Fig. 5a); the off-line ITM is given a large misalignment (the ETMs are
also misaligned). The effect of the beamsplitter angles is insignificant, and this can be thought of
as a (very lossy) two mirror cavity. An initial, relatively crude, alignment of this configuration is
made by monitoring the video camera images of the spot patterns on the recycling mirror and on-
line ITM, and collapsing the pattern to a ‘single spot’ by manually adjusting the mirror angles.
The cavity length is then swept through several lambda by driving the RM, at a frequency of ~5
Hz. The power in the cavity is simultaneously monitored using the AR surface (ghost) beam from
the ITM (using the dc readout of either an LSC photodetector or ASC wavefront sensor). The
fringe contrast is then maximized by manually adjusting the pitch and yaw angles of the RM and
ITM. This is done with the modulation index turned down (Γ~0.1 - enough to keep the mode

Table 1 Power degradation and decrease of servo stability due to large angular misalignments.For
each principle angular direction the angle for which the power has degraded by half and the angle for

which the length and alignment sensitivities have decreased by half are shown. The values are given in
units of the arm cavity divergence angle which is ~10–5 rad.

Direction

 Recycling cavity power  Arm power Stability (half gain point)

sidebands carrier carrier LSC ASC

u5 > 1 > 1 > 1 > 1 > 1

u4 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.65

u3 0.3 > 0.6 > 0.6 0.15 0.15

u2 0.15 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.04

u1 0.015 > 0.1 > 0.1 ~0.01 ~0.01

1
2
--- 1

2
---
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cleaner locked) so there is no confusion from the different resonant lengths for the carrier and
sidebands.

The maximum fringe contrast achievable in this configuration is 80%. Once something close to
this is achieved, the off-line ITM is manually brought into alignment, so that its reflection inter-
feres at the beamsplitter with the main beam (Fig. 5b). The off-line ITM alignment is optimized
by monitoring the anti-symmetric port beam with a video camera (spatial interference fringes will
be seen and will indicate the direction of misalignment), and the cavity power with the ITM ghost
beam. The RM axial position is also driven in this phase, and the position of one of the ITMs may
also be driven.

Once the power buildup in the recycling cavity is at least ~10% of the maximum possible level,
the two length control loops are closed. The maximum possible level, as measured by the ITM
ghost beam detector, can be inferred from the signal level measured in the first step (paragraph)
above and the mirror transmissions.

4.3.2. Resonant recycled Michelson (state 2)

Once the recycled Michelson is locked in length by the LSC, the ASC will use the wavefront sen-
sor system to further optimize its alignment. Because of the degeneracy of the recycling cavity,
only two degrees-of-freedom can be aligned using the wavefront sensor signals - these are the
ITM differential alignment, and the combination of recycling mirror and ITM common mode
alignment corresponding to the eigenvectoru1 (refer to Appendix 1 or to ref. [4]).

The wavefront sensor signals 2a and 2b (coming from the I &Q phases of a single head at the
reflection port) detect the same angle combinations as in Detection mode, the only difference
being that in State 2 the signal strength (W/rad) is roughly 3× larger than in Detection mode. We
thus can close the loops on these two degrees-of-freedom using the same transformation matrix as

power
monitor

a. b.

Figure 5 Steps involved in the manual alignment of the recycled Michelson. In step a, one of the
ITM’s is intentionally misaligned, and the other ITM and the RM are manually aligned using the spot
patterns on these mirrors. In step b, the other ITM is then aligned, using the spot pattern at the anti-
symmetric port for guidance.

power
monitor
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in Detection mode, using the acquisition servo loop described in section 5.4.2. We expect to be
able to control these d.o.f. to 10-8 radrms or better.

The on- and off-line beams are then centered on the two ETM transmission quadrant monitors.
For the initial alignment, this will begin by getting the beams into the ETM stations, as described
in sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 of the ASC Conceptual Design. The arm carrying the on-line beam will
be monitored first. The input beam direction will be varied (using the IOO telescope mirrors) until
the beam is detected in the on-line arm ETM chamber with that chamber’s video camera (viewing
the chamber interior). The beam is then manually directed to hit the ETM. The beam transmitted
by the ETM is now picked up by the transmission quadrant monitor, and the beam can be centered
on this monitor. The same procedure is then applied to the off-line beam, the only difference being
that the beamsplitter angles are adjusted to direct the beam in the off-line arm.

Just before transitioning to State 3, the wavefront sensor servos will be disengaged so that they do
not have to deal with the transients involved with going from State 2 to State3. Since these optics
are all in the LVEA area, we expect that the alignment will remain within 10-7 rad of the con-
trolled level over reasonably long times scales ( ≥ 100 seconds).

4.3.3. Recycled MI + one arm locked (state 3)

One of the ETMs is now aligned manually. It is first brought back to the orientation determined
during the initial (installation) alignment, by referring to the optical lever and/or suspension sen-
sor signals. If the installation alignment is not good enough that the reflected beam from the ETM
falls on the ITM surface, the returning beam will be found in the ITM chamber using the video
cameras (see section 5.3.3.) and manual adjustments of the ETM orientation. Once the return
beam is on the ITM surface, the ETM orientation will be further adjusted by collapsing the spot
pattern as best as possible (using the image from the video camera viewing the ITM surface); at
best, this can probably be done such that the ETM orientation is with ~10-6 rad of optimal.

At this point the length locking is supposed to proceed to state 3, such that the carrier is locked in
the one arm that is now aligned. The interferometer is then more optimally aligned using the rele-
vant wavefront sensor signals, either by manually adjusting mirror angles, or possibly by closing
some of the alignment loops.

4.3.4. Full IFO locked (state 4)

The other, until now misaligned ETM is now brought back into rough alignment in the same way
as was described for the first ETM. At this point the length locking is supposed to proceed to state
4 - the final state where the full interferometer is resonant. The wavefront sensor alignment loops
are then closed (either manually or in response to a trigger from the LSC signaling lock acquisi-
tion), followed by the quadrant monitor centering loops.
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4.3.5. Alternate procedure

Probably the major weakness in the above scenario is the extremely tight initial alignment toler-
ance and the potential that a given resonant state is completely disrupted (lock broken) as the new
optic is brought into alignment, due to the transient excitation of higher order modes.

An alternative approach which has much appeal is to first lock and align the two arm cavities, in a
manner which is at least somewhat immune to the phase conditions in the recycling cavity. Two
possibilities are: locking the arm cavities just off their resonant peaks by using the ETM transmit-
ted light power, compared to a measure of the cavity input light power; locking the arm cavities in
transmission at their resonances by using a length dither to generate an error signal.

The second method may be difficult (though it was used successfully to lock the first table-top full
LIGO-like interferometer in a controlled manner), because the dither frequencies for the two cav-
ities must be widely separated to avoid signal cross-coupling, but also must not be too high above
the arm cavity pole frequency to retain a reasonable signal size; these considerations may severely
limit the bandwidth of the loops. Advantages of this approach are that the cavities are locked to
the center of their resonances, and that the loops can be completely local to the end stations (no
information needed from the vertex detectors).

The side-of-fringe locking approach may be more promising, since there is no such bandwidth
limitation. The error signal for a cavity would be derived by comparing the cavity’s transmitted
light with a sample of the light entering the cavity (the recycling cavity pick-off beam). The rela-
tive gains of the two channels are adjusted so that a zero error signal occurs when the cavity is
slightly off resonance.

5. DETECTION MODE DESIGN

5.1. Advances and Changes
• Wavefront sensor signal modeling: a new sensing matrix was calculated using updated inter-

ferometer parameters (as found in the SYS DRD [1]); the wavefront sensing matrix was calcu-
lated for the 2 km interferometer (using the parameters found in [1]).

• Wavefront sensor heads (advances and/or changes of the prototype, Fixed-Mass Interferome-
ter sensor): determined the transimpedance (or rf) gain appropriate to the signal levels;
selected and tested a 1064 nm-enhanced quadrant photodiode.

• Mode Cleaner alignment control: modeled the wavefront sensor signals from the triangular
mode cleaner; identified a sensing strategy using the non-resonant sidebands.

• Servo Modeling: developed a servo model that meets the control requirements in the presence
of leaf-spring stacks, high (Louisiana) ground noise, and more above-band filtering; included
the effects of the longitudinal (LSC) servo in the model; modeled excitations of the yaw
degree-of-freedom using the same basic model as used for pitch

• Quadrant Position Monitors:
• Video Cameras: the design of incorporating local image processing of the video frames has
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been discarded, in favor of sending live video from all cameras back to the control room; the
number and placement of cameras received further definition.

5.2. Sensor configuration
Fig. 6 shows the functional layout of the ASC sensors. This figure is nearly identical to Figure 11
of the ASC Conceptual Design Document, and is included here for clarity. Compared to the ear-
lier figure, Fig. 6 indicates the feature of the current IOO design that uses the telescope mirrors to
control the beam steering into the interferometer.

Figure 6 Functional layout of the ASC sensors. The ‘pick-off’ represents a beam from one of
the ITM, or the BS, AR surfaces. The ‘symmetric port’ is representative of a sample of the
interferometer reflected light. The video cameras which view the chamber interiors are not
shown.

Wavefront Sensor

Camera
Quadrant Detector
Intensity Monitor

transmission 1

transmission 2

dark portpick-off

mode cleaner
Optical Lever

telescope &
beam

steering

reflected port

WFS 1WFS 5

WFS 2
WFS 3
WFS 4

QPD-X

QPD-Y

ISC Table
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An equipment location layout for the ASC hardware is shown in Figure 7. A schematic optical

HAM-1 HAM-2 HAM-3

HAM-4

HAM-5

HAM-6

BSC-2 BSC-3

BSC-1

WFS1

WFS5

WFS2
WFS3
WFS4

WFS(MC1)
WFS(MC2)

LSC3

LSC2

LSC3

RM

ITM

ITM

BS

LEGEND

WFS/LSC Optics Platform

Reserved, ASC/LSC/IOO

Optical Lever TX

Optical Lever RX

CCD Head

Pilot Beam Laser TransitLaser Autocollimator

Figure 7 ASC equipment location schematic; vertex station (preliminary)

ISC Optical Table
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layout for an ISC optical table is shown in Figure 8.

36"

48"

LSC
RFPD

WFS

SHUTTER

CCD
QPD

BR

BS MBS

BSM

M

M

MM

MMMM

MM

L

WFS

GT

GT

WFS  wavefront sensor
M       mirror
BS     beamsplitter
MM    motorized mirror
GT     Guoy phase telescope
CCD  ccd camera
QPD  quadrant photodetector
BR     beam reducer

Figure 8 Preliminary ISC optical table component layout. The assembly is shielded
by a light-tight safety/dust/thermal enclosure with internal baffles for scattered light
control. Bulkhead connectors pass signal and power wiring through the enclosure. The
beam entry path from the vacuum port (top) is shielded by a bellows.
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5.3. Sensor designs

5.3.1. Wavefront Sensors

At a particular port the wavefront sensor signal in general depends on all five degrees-of-freedom
(in one dimension), and it can be written as:

(1)

where for theith angular d.o.f.,Θi is the normalized misalignment angle1, η0i is the Guoy phase at
the output port,η the Guoy phase shift added by the WFS telescope,φ0i the phase of signal at the
modulation frequencyωm. The coefficientAi is the rf-modulated component of the optical inten-
sity due to the interference of TEM00 and TEM10 modes, integrated over a half-plane detector2.
The units ofAi are watts, and it is normalized to 1 W of total input power; the modulation index is
incorporated in the factor , which for low modulation index reduces to  (Ai
is independent of the modulation index). The input power isP, the fraction of a particular port’s
light that is directed to the wavefront sensor isfsplit, and  is a less-than-unity factor which

1. Normalized to the beam divergence angle: .

2. A half-plane detector is one that subtracts and integrates over two mirror-symmetric half-infinite planes
located left and right of they-axis.

WFS φd φg Θ Γ, , ,( ) P f Γ( ) f split kPD
10

AiΘi η η0i–( )cos ωmt φ0i–( )cos
i 1=

5

∑=

Θi πω0 λ⁄( )θi
real

=

f Γ( ) 2 J0 Γ( ) J1 Γ( )≡ f Γ( ) Γ≈

kPD
10
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accounts for the difference between the specific photodiode geometry and the idealized half-plane
detector.

The matrix of WFS signals generated by the interferometer defined in Table 14 is given in Table 2.
In each cell of the table, the top entry isAi, the lower-left is the rf-phase (I and Q referring to in-
phase and quadrature-phase), and the lower-right is the Guoy phaseη0i TheAi for the recycling
cavity and arm reflection ports include a factor of 3×10- 4, the reflectivity of the ITM AR surfaces.

The splitting factors for the various sensor heads are chosen to make the signal sensitivity (amps
of photocurrent per radian of mirror angle) be of the same order of magnitude for all the sensors
(this uniform level of sensitivity cannot of course be obtained for both signals - I & Q phase - of
sensor 2). This is done so that a common head design (in terms of transimpedance gain and gain
range) can be used for all the sensors. This means that we detect relatively less light on the sensors
with inherently stronger signals.

Angular Degree-of-Freedom

Port ∆ETM ∆ITM ETM ITM RM

Dark
-25.0 -11.4 -9.9 × 10-6 -4.5 × 10-6 1.2 × 10-3

Q 90° Q 90° Q 156° Q 156° Q 90°

Reflected
2.3 × 10-2 -1.37 -0.73 6.21 -9.60

Q 144° Q 144° I 97° I 146° I 146°

Recycling
cavity

1.84 × 10-3 -0.11 1.43 × 10-2 0.52 -0.72

Q 144° Q 144° I 61° I 143° I 144°

Reflected -
NR sideband

1.3 × 10-4 -1.7 × 10-4 -2.11 -0.965 1.93

I -26° I 95° I 90° I 90° I 0°

Table 2 Matrix of Wavefront Sensor signals. Top entry in each cell isAi (with significant values in
boldface), lower-left is rf-phase, and lower-right is the Guoy phase.
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The splitting factors and effective optical input power levels for the sensors are shown below.

5.3.1.1 WFS Error Signal Matrix

The matrix of WFS error signals is now determined by the parameters of Table 2, and the sensors
and splitting factors defined above. A remaining parameter in Equation (1) is the photodiode fac-
tor . We take a quadrant photodiode, for which  = 0.70; the choice of photodiode geometry
is discussed in section 5.3.1.2 below. The other remaining parameters in Equation (1) are the
demodulator and Guoy phases. In practice neither phase can be set precisely to the desired value.
The assumption is made that the demodulator phase can be set to 1° of the desired phase1, and that
the Guoy phase can be set to 5° of the desired phase. The error signal matrix resulting from these
choices is shown in Table 3. The entries correspond to the level of rf-optical power per normalized

1. Each WFS signal will be demodulated in I and Q phase; the resulting demodulated signals will be pro-
cessed in software to extract the appropriate phase. This is how we believe we can achieve this precision.

Wavefront
Sensor

Splitting factor Effective input power, P f (Γ)

WFS 1 0.001 Pin = 6 W 0.42

WFS 2 0.0024 Pin = 6 W 0.42

WFS 3 0.02 J 2
0(0.45)⋅Pin = 5.4 W 0.05

WFS 4 0.02 J 2
0(0.45)⋅Pin = 5.4 W 0.05

WFS 5 0.2 Pin = 6 W 0.42

kPD
10

kPD
10
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angle; multiplying them by the photodiode responsivity gives the actual rf-photocurrent per nor-
malized angle. Any value which was less than 0.01 of the largest value was set to zero.

5.3.1.2 Wavefront Processing Unit

A block diagram of a wavefront processing unit is shown in Figure 9. The unit includes: the sen-
sor head and Guoy phase telescope, with motorized mirror mount for remote beam centering; the

Mij Angular Degree-of-Freedom

Wavefront
 Sensor ∆ETM ∆ITM ETM ITM RM ui

WFS 1 -0.044 -0.02 0 0 0 -0.048 u2

WFS 2a 0 0 -2.0 × 10-3 0.026 -0.041 -0.048 u1

WFS 2b
9.6 × 10-5 -5.8 × 10-3 0 4.6 × 10-4 -7.0 × 10-4

(-0.14 u1 - 0.40 u2 -
0.91 u3)(0.006)

WFS 3
0 0 -7.0 × 10-4 -3.2 × 10-4 7.3 × 10-3

(0.83 u1 + 0.13 u4 -
0.54 u5)(0.0073)

WFS 4
0 0 -8.0 × 10-3 -3.7 × 10-3 6.4 × 10-4

(0.70 u1 - 0.46 u4 +
0.55 u5)(0.0038)

WFS 5
6.5 × 10-4 -0.039 0 3.2 × 10-3 -4.4 × 10-3

(-0.14 u1 - 0.40 u2 -
0.91 u3)(0.04)

Table 3 Matrix of misalignment error signals, with the sensor locations and design parameters given
in sections 5.2. and 5.3..Matrix elements are labelledMij , wherei refers to the WFS # (1, 2a, 2b, 3, 4, 5)
andj refers to the angular d.o.f., in the order shown in the table. Units are Watts per normalized angle. The

ui are defined in Appendix 1.
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demodulators for the rf-signals; ADCs for the dc and demodulated-rf signals; a signal processing
unit; state control outputs and status inputs.

5.3.1.3 Sensor head

The design of the wavefront sensor head and demodulation electronics is based on the prototype
wavefront sensors that have been developed for the FMI (Fixed Mass Interferometer) Alignment
experiment. This hardware is described in detail in reference [8]. The rf transimpedance gain is
different than for the FMI prototype, since the optical gain in LIGO is much larger. The transim-
pedance is chosen to match the signal levels to the mixer dynamic range - which is 1 Vpk at the RF
input (1 dB compression point). The rf gain in the sensor head can be changed by a factor of 10;

DAC
ADC

calibration light source

sensor head

telescope

anti-aliasing filters
binary IO

mezzanine bus

digital signal processor

VME bus

demodulator

motorized mount

Figure 9 Wavefront Processing Unit (WPU) -more than one sensor head (and
associated telescope, demodulator, etc.) may be interfaced to one ADC/signal
processing unit. The motorized mirrors are for remote beam centering. The beam
shutter sends a status indication to the WPU.

 beam shutter

LSC
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the high gain is to be used in Detection Mode and the low gain in Acquisition Mode, when larger
signals may be present and system noise is less of a concern. In Detection Mode, we are allowing
a factor of 10 range between the rms rf signal level and the peak signal level (determined by input
range of the mixer).

The angle sensitivity for a given sensor is defined using the root-square-sum of the angle degrees-
of-freedom. From the matrix elements given in Table 3, the angle sensitivity at the mixer input in
volts/radian per quad element is determined by multiplying by the following factor:

The signal levels in the sensor heads are given in Table 4.

0.45 A/W( ) div angle

10
5–
rad

---------------------- 
  10

4Ω( ) 1
2
--- 

  Mij
2

j
∑ 

  1 2⁄
2.25

8×10 Mij
2

j
∑ 

  1 2⁄
volts/rad=

Tuned load + 2ω trap

Rp(ω) ~ 1000 Ω

Rp(2ω)/Rp(ω) < -50 dB

buffer
G ~ 2 1x, 10x

attenuator gain stage

G = 10

50Ω

to
demod

DC readout

Figure 10Electronics block diagram of a wavefront sensor head, showing the rf and dc channels
for one quad-photodiode element. The blocks within the shaded box show a possible realization of
the required gains based on a modification of the prototype WFS heads.

Gain =
103, 104, 105 V/A

Gain = 1, 10
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5.3.1.3.1 Photodiode

The photodiode will be near-infrared enhanced silicon, which typically have a responsivity ofε =
0.45 A/W at 1064 nm. We are currently evaluating the Centronic Inc. model QD50-4X quadrant
diode; for this device, we have tested the dark current, capacitance, and series resistance as a func-
tion of bias voltage (the capacitance and resistance were measured at 25 MHz). The specifications
are given in Table 5. The capacitance and series resistance are compatible with the requirement of

a 1 kΩ impedance of the resonant load.

Sensor
max rms
angle,

radians

rf-diode
current,

rms

mixer rf
input,
rms

Range =
(mixer
max /
rms)

rf-diode
current,
2ω, pk

mixer rf
input, 2ω,

pk

DC
diode

current

1 10-8 11 µA 0.11 V 9 55 µA 1.8 mV 64 µA

2 10-8 11 µA 0.11 V 9 25 µA 0.8 mV 50 µA

3 10-7 16 µA 0.16 V 6.25 0.2 mA 6.6 mV 0.4 mA

4 10-7 20 µA 0.2 V 5 0.2 mA 6.6 mV 0.4 mA

5 90 µA 3.0 mV 1.9 mA

Table 4 Signal levels,per segment of the quadrant photodiode,for the various sensors in Detection
Mode, with a transimpedance gain from photocurrent to mixer input of 10 kohm and a photodiode

response of 0.45 A/W.

Dimensions
(diam./area per

element/sep.) (mm/

mm2/mm)

Dark Current
Capacitance

(pF)
Series

Resistance

Response
@ 1064

nm (A/W)

Manufac-
turer’s spec.

7.98/50/0.2 150 nA max. 7 not spec’d
0.39 min.,
0.47 typ.

Our mea-
surement

— 3.7µA typ. 5.0 700Ω typ. —

Table 5 Specifications for Centronic QD50-4X quadrant photodiode.Capacitance and resistance
measured at 25 MHz. Measured dark current is much higher than manufacturer’s spec, but is relatively

unimportant to our application.
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5.3.1.4 Noise & Error Budget

5.3.1.4.1 GW-band noise

In order that we do not put impractical demands on the above-band filtering, we require that the
sensing noise be at least close to shot-noise limited (for post-demodulation frequencies, this
applies above 40 Hz). In the case of WFS1 & WFS2, the shot noise is nearly equal to the thermal
noise of the resonant tank circuit. We thus require that any electronics noise in subsequent stages
does not increase the noise significantly beyond the level given by the sum of the shot noise from
WFS1(2) and the tank thermal noise.

Specifically, the noise of the wavefront sensor head must be less than 7 nV/√Hz referred-to-input,
or less than 70 nV/rtHz at the mixer input. The demodulator input noise must be less than 20 nV/
√Hz, and the ADC input noise must be less than (Gif ⋅ 50 nV/√Hz), whereGif is the value of any
post-demodulation gain (used to match the mixer output range to the ADC input range).

The equivalent angle-noise sensitivity,Sα, of a given sensor signal can be found by referring the
above noise sources to the mixer input, and dividing by the angle sensitivity at the mixer input for
that sensor. These numbers are given in Table 6.

a. Assuming +-1V ADC range, and referred to input of the pre-ADC whitening filter.
b. Since two quad elements combine to give one angle signal, the angle sensitivity given here is√2 better

than for a single element.
c. Head noise RTI is thus < 7 nV/√Hz; the thermal noise of the 1kohm resonant circuit is 4.2 nV/√Hz.

WFS

Angle
Sensitivity at
mixer input;
per element;

V/rad

WFS head (each channel), at
the mixer input; nV/√Hz Demod.

input
noise

ADC
input

noisea,
nV/√Hz

Sα, Equivalent
angle

sensitivityb,
rad/√Hz (f>40 Hz)shot noise

electronics
 noisec

1 1.1 × 107 45

70 20
50

(f>40 Hz)

9.0 × 10-15

2a 1.1 × 107 40 8.8 × 10-15

2b 1.1 × 106 40 8.8 × 10-14

3 1.6 × 106 115 9.1 × 10-14

4 2 × 106 115 7.3 × 10-14

5 8.7 × 106 250 3.0 × 10-14

Table 6 Wavefront Sensing Noise
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5.3.1.4.2 Control-band Noise & Errors

Electronics Noise. In order that electronic noise in the control-band does not limit the residual
angle requirement, we require that the base-band electronics noise be less than 100µV/√Hz in the
region f = 0-30 Hz, as referred to the mixer output (or mixer input, assuming a mixer gain of 0
dB). This puts the angle-equivalent integrated-rms electronics noise below 10-9 radian for the
least sensitive sensors, and below 10-10 radian for the most sensitive sensors.

Offsets . A differential dc offset between two opposing channels will, if not measured and cor-
rected for, produce an offset in the controlled angle. Referred to the mixer outputs, the differential
dc offsets between opposing channels must be less than 10 mV. This ensures that the equivalent
angle offset will be below 3×10-9 radian for the least sensitive sensors, and below 5×10-10radian
for the most sensitive sensors.

The residual length deviations from resonance can also produce an alignment servo offset since
the common mode rejection between opposing channels will not be infinite. However, given the
fairly tight residual length requirements, this source of error was shown in the ASC Conceptual
Design Document to be,at worst, at the 3×10-9 radian level (see Table 8 of the Conceptual
Design).

Not yet analyzed are errors due to the existence of higher order optical modes (m+n >1) in the
system, due to the imperfect optical surfaces.

5.3.1.5 Guoy Phase Telescopes 1

We have two constraints on the Gaussian beam at the detection plane: first, that its Guoy phase be
optimized for maximum detection of the primary degree of freedom, and second, that the spot size
be ‘matched’ to the size of the quadrant diode.

The spot size matching results from a trade-off between signal size and centering sensitivity; a
smaller spot size implies greater sensitivity to centering errors, whereas a larger spot size is aper-
tured by the photodiode. The dependence of the signal and errors on the spot size and photodiode
shape is analyzed in reference [8]. A good solution for a photodiode without a hole is to choose
the ratio of beam radius to diode diameter to be roughly 0.2. For the Centronic photodiode, this
means a beam size ofωdet = 1.6 mm at the detector.

The Gaussian beam at an output port of the interferometer is specified by a state vector

(2)

1. This section is derived in large part from reference [10].

R zport( )

w zport( )

η zport( )
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whereR(zport), w(zport) andη(zport) are the wavefront curvature, the spot size and the accumulated
Guoy phase shift, respectively; this state vector is determined by the COS beam delivery
telescopes. The state vector is then propagated through a a series of lenses and propagation
distances to give the desired state vector at the wavefront detector position. Operating on the state
vector at the interferometer port with a cascaded series of transformations, we find the focal
lengths and positions of the lenses which give the required state vector at the detector.

The Guoy phase at a given detector is chosen to maximize the signal due to misalignment of the
primary degree of freedom for which it is responsible For each detector, the magnitude of the off-
diagonal terms in the sensitivity matrix have sinusoidal dependence on the Guoy phase shift, but
unlike the diagonal terms, they are usually closer to the zero of the sinusoidal variation. The off-
diagonal terms of the alignment sensitivity matrix are thus first-order sensitive to the Guoy phase
shift, while the diagonal terms are only second-order sensitive. Consequently, some care must be
taken in the design and implementation of the Guoy phase telescopes.

Given the uncertainties in the focal lengths and positions of the lenses, an optimization algorithm
based on a simulated annealing technique is used to minimize errors in the Guoy phase and spot
size, and at the same time make the telescopes as insensitive as possible to uncertainties in their
physical layout. We will attempt to use a two lens solution for the telescopes, which greatly sim-
plifies the algorithm for optimizing the design constraints. The typical two-lens design of Guoy
phase telescopes that has worked well in the Fixed Mass Interferometer (FMI) is shown in
Figure 11. The first lens focuses the beam, more gently for longer focal length lenses. As the
beam goes through a waist (near the focal plane), it acquires an additional 180° of Guoy phase.
The second lens is placed near the waist formed by the first lens, close to the point where the
beam has the desired Guoy phase. Since the spot size near the focus is very small (typically 100
µm), the second lens is usually a strong negative lens which also expands the beam; the beam thus
accumulates Guoy phase relatively slowly after the second lens. This is a particularly robust
scheme since the distances which are practically most difficult to control are least critical. Specif-
ically, the design is relatively insensitive to the position of the detector, and to the position of the
first lens, which is usually a few meters from the output port and can have a large uncertainty. The
spacing between the two lenses is crucial, but this is typically a few centimeters and can be deter-
mined with high precision.
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5.3.2. Quadrant Position Detectors

The quadrant detectors (QPD) at the arm cavity transmission ports are designed to be useful dur-
ing interferometer acquisition as well as in Detection mode. The conditions and quadrant detector
requirements in each mode are given in Table 7.

The photodiodes will be the same as those currently being investigated for use in the wavefront
sensors - the Centronic QD50-4X (see Table 5).

When the five wavefront sensor degrees-of-freedom are held to zero, the shift of the beams on the
X (on-line) and Y (off-line) arms due to angular deviations of the beamsplitter (BSα) and the input
beam (IBα) is given by (in units of fractional shift of the ETM beam per radian of optic angle):

The detection sensitivity of these angles by the QPD’s depends on the spot size and photocurrent
at the detectors. The parameters are summarized in Table 8.

2

1
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Figure 11 Beam profile and Guoy phase shift for a sample Guoy phase telescope.The spot
size and guoy phase shift are plotted as a function of position from the port;  refers to the
position of the port (recycling mirror in this case),  and  to the positions of the first
(converging) and second (diverging) lenses, respectively, and  to the position of the
detector.

zport
z1 z2

zdet

δX 7.8
4×10 IBα⋅=

δY 7.8
4×10 IBα 1.6

5×10 BSα⋅–⋅=
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5.3.3. Video Cameras

The ASC will employ video cameras for two functions, as described below. For both functions,
the specific camera and lens types and options will be determined in the final design.

5.3.3.1 Scattered Light Viewing

Video cameras are used to view the vacuum chamber interiors during Initial Alignment, and to
monitor the position of the beam on the COC and mode cleaner optics; in both cases scattered

a. Assuming an ETM transmission of 10 ppm.
b. Each element; matched to 10V output range
c. Over the temperature range and time of operation.

IFO State

Power on
transmission

quad monitora

(photocurrent
per element)

Quad Detector Requirements

Transimpedance
 gainb

Output noise
density

(f > 30Hz)

Output offset
drift c

Bandwidth
(3 dB)

2: Recycled
Michelson

3 µW
(3 µA)

10 MΩ > 100 Hz

3: Rec MI +
one arm

2 µW / 90 µW
(0.2 µA / 9 µA)

10 MΩ/250 kΩ > 100 Hz

4: Detection
Mode

0.1 W (max)
(10 mA)

500 Ω < 20 nV/√Hz < 5 mV > 1 kHz

Table 7 Quadrant Position Detector Requirements.

Parameter QPD-X QPD-Y

Spot size, radius 1.5 mm

Photocurrent, per element 4 ma

Position sensitivity at quad
(left-right difference)

15 amp/meter

Sensitivity to BS, IB angles 1.8× 103 amp/rad 3.9× 103 amp/rad

Shot noise 72 pA/√Hz

Equivalent angle sensitivity 4 × 10-14 rad/√Hz 2 × 10-14 rad/√Hz

Table 8 Signal Detection parameters for the quadrant position detectors.
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1.06µm light is collected by the camera’s lens. The optic’s image on the camera will be deter-
mined by periodically illuminating the optic with a light source (external to the vacuum).

A camera and associated hardware is grouped into a Video Camera Unit (see Figure 12). A
change from the conceptual design is that there is no local image processing performed. The cam-
era’s video output is sent directly to a monitor in the control room. Images from any of the cam-
eras may be ‘grabbed’ at any time for off-line analysis. The conceptual design indicated that some
cameras would have the capability of remote pan, tilt, and zoom functions. We prefer instead to
leave these relatively expensive functions off the camera, and instead to increase the number of
(relatively inexpensive) cameras in order to ensure the viewing coverage we need; the operator
will be able to switch between the various camera signals at a given location to select the desired
view. Other options that will possibly be included are a remotely selectable IR filter, and remote
focus.

The current design includes 2-4 cameras per BSC chamber for viewing the chamber interior
(enough to get adequate coverage; the specific number will be determined during the final
design), one camera viewing the (reflective) surface of each core optic, and two cameras to view
the surfaces of the mode cleaner mirrors (one for the spherical end mirror, and one for one of the
two flat mirrors). Mounting stability requirements for these cameras are not very severe; detailed
mounting designs will be developed in the final design, but a likely strategy is to mount each cam-
era to the viewport through which it views (the viewport and mounting hardware are supplied by
ASC).

Location Number View

LVEA; at BSC1 2-4 interior of BSC1

LVEA; at BSC2 2-4 interior of BSC2

LVEA; at BSC3 2-4 interior of BSC3

End Station; X Arm/Y Arm 2-4/2-4 interior of BSC9/BSC10

LVEA; at BSC1 1 surface of Y-arm ITM

LVEA; at BSC2 1 surface of beamsplitter

LVEA; at BSC3 1 surface of X-arm ITM

End Station; X Arm/Y Arm 1/1 surface of X-arm/Y-arm ETM

LVEA; at HAM3 1 surface of recycling mirror

LVEA; at HAM2 1 surface of MC mirror

LVEA; at HAM1 1 surface of MC mirror

Table 9 Video Camera locations, number, and viewing function.
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5.3.3.2 Beam Viewing

Video cameras are also used to detect directly samples of the beam at five locations (as shown in
Figure 6): the two ETM transmission beams; the anti-symmetric port beam; the reflected beam;
the recycling cavity pick-off beam.

These units of course have no lenses, but probably do include remotely selectable filters. They
will be mounted on the ISC optical tables in the LVEA and at the end stations, on adapted, optical
lever-type tables.

5.3.4. Optical Levers

In this baseline design, optical levers provide redundant angle readout and an alternate angular
error signal source for diagnostics. They also provide for removal and replacement of a critical
optic without revisiting the entire initial installation sequence. These roles are less demanding
than that originally envisioned (angular control of the interferometer at design sensitivity); in
addition, it is now clear that many environmental effects (e.g., the unbalanced vacuum loads on
the slab) intrinsically limit the performance of any alignment aid which is referenced to the facil-

ISC Table; Rec Cav sample 1 recycling cavity beam

ISC Table; Anti-symmetric
port

1 Anti-symmetric beam

ISC Table; Reflected port 1 Reflected beam

ISC Table; ETM transmission,
X/Y Arm

1/1 X/Y Arm ETM transmitted
beam

ISC Mode Cleaner Table 1 MC transmitted beam

Location Number View

Table 9 Video Camera locations, number, and viewing function.

Figure 12 Video Camera Unit.

ISC bus
interface

camera

binary
input/output

IR filter

video
monitor

frame
storage
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ity foundations. By setting a drift and repeatability goal of +/- 10 microradians for the optical
lever components themselves, we guarantee that the performance will be limited by these external
factors. This kind of performance is consistent with that achieved by prototype optical levers in
the Caltech and MIT laboratories.

Optical levers are applied to each core optic, plus the final IO output steering mirror. They will use
a short lever arm wherever practical, of order 2 to 4 meters. To minimize the effect of intervening
optics and air, the transmitter is mounted as close as possible to a viewport giving a direct line of
sight to the optic, and the intervening air path is shielded by a flexible seal. The reflected beam
may not go directly to an available port; in this case it is redirected by a port-mounted relay peri-
scope (Figure 13).

The optical lever transmitter uses a commercial, fiber-coupled OEM visible diode laser (wave-
length 635 - 670 nm) with integral power supply, cooling and intensity control. The laser and

A

//  30’ A

I/O PORT

OPTLEV 
REFLECTION

AIR VAC

TO OPTLEV
RECEIVER

FROM
COC

Figure 13 Optical Lever output periscope.Units will permit recovery of optical
lever output beams falling within approximately 50 cm of the nearest port, and are
field-installable through nozzle with port cover removed.
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power supply may be mounted in the ASC electronic equipment rack, and are joined to a separate
unpowered projection optics assembly with a singlemode optical fiber. This projection optics
assembly contains a connectorized fiber pigtail with integral GRIN output collimator, which is
mounted in alignment with a commercial beam expander. The connectorization permits line
replacement of a failed laser or damaged connecting fiber without disturbing preset head align-
ment. Its output is steered by a motorized mirror (e.g., New Focus Picomotor), which is used to
direct the beam onto the mirror inside the chamber. Approximately 2 milliwatts of optical power
will be delivered to the vacuum viewport. The entire assembly is shrouded by a removable ther-
mal/dust shield; the air path to the chamber viewport is sealed by a flexible shroud.

The optical lever receiver consists of another motorized beam steering mirror and a quadrant pho-
todetector module. A holder is provided for a fixed optical bandpass and/or neutral density filter in
front of the photodetector. In most cases the beam will be matched to the quadrant detector diam-
eter by selection and adjustment of the beam expander, since the lever arms are fairly short com-
pared to the Rayleigh range.

The optics to be controlled will not be optimized for reflectivity at the diode laser wavelength, so
we expect between 0.01 and 1 milliwatt to be incident on the receiver’s photodetector (a standard
Si PIN quadrant diode).   The differential current change across the quadrant diode segments cor-
responding to 10 microradians of optic angle shift will then be approximately 20 nA (assuming a
typical lever arm of 2 meters, receiver spot diameter of 5 mm, and photodiode responsivity of 0.3
A/W).

Both transmitter and receiver are supported by pedestals, which are bolted to the facility floor
through kinematic intermediate mounting plates. This allows removal and replacement of the ped-
estal (for example, to access blocked nozzles for chamber entry) without losing alignment refer-
ences. Stability of these platforms (particularly the transmitter platform) and the transmitter optics
assembly is likely to be the limitation to the optical lever’s repeatability, and will be investigated
experimentally during the final design phase.

5.4. Servo Design

5.4.1. Detection Mode servo

In the preliminary design phase of the servo modeling, two main issues of the servo design were
investigated. The first was designing a servo that could meet the control requirements in the pres-
ence of a leaf (or coil) spring stack (most of the work for the conceptual design used the viton
stack transfer function, and the design did not meet the requirements given the Louisiana ground
noise; it now looks more likely that initial LIGO will use leaf or coil spring stacks). The second
was to look at the trade-off between servo robustness and more signal filtering above the servo
band; this was driven by a desire to simplify the suspension electronics. In addition, the servo
model was made more complete by including the effect of the LSC servo which is introducing
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longitudinal forces to the mirror (previously only the local longitudinal damping loop was
included).

5.4.1.1 Control loop design

We found that in order to meet the control requirements on residual angle fluctuations and GW-
band noise with the higher Q stack, we had to substantially modify the servo design. A block dia-
gram of the compensation (between the WFS signal and mirror torque control signal) is shown in
Figure 14.

Σ Σk1 k2

res. bandpass
f=1.4 Hz; Q=50

res. bandpass

f=0.15 Hz; Q=3

2 poles, 2 zeros

z=0.8; 0.8 Hz
p=0;100 Hz

Elliptic LP

fc=35 Hz.

WFS signal
+ noise

IN:

OUT:
mirror
torque

bandpass
function:

2ω0 Q⁄( )s

s
2 ω0

Q
------s ω0

2
+ +

---------------------------------

Figure 14 Block diagram of the WFS servo.Several designs of the elliptic low-pass
filter were tried; details are given in Table 10 below.
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The open loop transfer function of the complete loop is shown in Figure 15.

5.4.1.2 Residual angle fluctuations

The residual angle fluctuations using the above servo in the presence of LA ground noise and leaf
spring stacks (refer to reference [7] for details on the ground noise and stacks) is shown in
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Figure 15 Open loop transfer function of a wavefront sensor control loop.Light damping of the
pitch mode at 0.5 Hz is included artificially to limit the response at the resonance. Unity gain
frequency is 5.2 Hz; phase margin is 38°.
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Figure 16. The elliptic filter design parameters for this simulation were: 6th order, 40 dB stopband

attenuation, 4 dB passband ripple. When the model is run using a ground noise time series from
Hanford, the residual rms angle (integrated down to 10 mHz) is2 × 10-9 radrms.
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Figure 16 Residual pitch for an optic under wavefront sensor servo control. The
smoother line is the rms angle integrated in the bandfreq-10 Hz , and the other line is the
spectral density of pitch fluctuations. The integrated rms is below the 10-8 rad requirement.
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The performance obtained using slightly different parameters for the elliptic low-pass filter is
summarized in Table 10.

5.4.1.3 GW-band noise

In the single angular degree-of-freedom model, the mirror angle and displacement noise intro-
duced in the GW-band by the alignment control system is:

whereSα is the equivalent angle sensitivity (in the GW-band) of the wavefront sensor channel (see
the last column of Table 6),G(f) is the open loop gain, andε is the angle→ displacement cross-
coupling in the suspension (ε = ∆x/∆θ, ratio of unintended displacement to intended angle).

The servo in the preceding section hasG(40 Hz) = -60 dB (above 40 Hz the servo gain falls as or
more quickly than the noise requirement, so it suffices to show that we meet the requirement at 40
Hz). In order to meet the angular noise requirement, we thus require thatSα ≤ 1.5× 10-14 rad/√Hz
for f > 40 Hz. This inequality holds for WFS signals 1 and 2a; for the other WFS signals, more
low-pass filtering is needed, as mentioned in section 5.4.1.5.

Assuming we just meet the angular noise requirement, we then require thatε ≤ 3 × 10-3 m/rad. If
the cross-coupling comes only from the suspension controllers, this implies that the coil currents
must be balanced to 6% or better. The SYS DRD requires the suspensions to be balanced to 1% or
better; thus the requirement on the ASC contribution to the displacement noise is met.

Filter parameters
(stopband atten./

order)
fc= 35 Hz; 4dB
passband ripple

Open loop
unity-gain-
frequency

Phase margin
Residual pitch,

rms

(10-8 rad)

Freq. at which
filter mag. is

equal to
stopband atten.

60 dB, 6th order 5.2 Hz 30° 1.05 43 Hz

60 dB, 4th order 6.0 Hz 37° 0.89 70 Hz

40 dB, 6th order 6.1 Hz 38° 0.87 37 Hz

40 dB, 4th order 6.5 Hz 41° 0.81 46 Hz

Table 10 Servo performance summary for different elliptic low-pass filter designs. To speed the design
process, the residual pitch was not determined by an explicit simulation, but rather by multiplying input
spectra and transfer functions; this overestimates the residual pitch by ~20% (compare the first line in the
table to Figure 16).

θ f( ) Sα G f( )⋅=

xm f( ) ε Sα G f( )⋅ ⋅=
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5.4.1.4 Effect of LSC servo

Besides dealing with the high Q stack resonance, the current servo design also includes more gain
at the microseismic peak - another resonant bandpass section - than the servo in the conceptual
design. The need for higher gain at 0.15 Hz became apparent after we added the action of the LSC
servo to the longitudinal degree-of-freedom (in the conceptual design, this d.o.f. was velocity
damped).

More gain was needed because the mechanical torque on the mirror at low frequencies is higher
with the LSC servo than with velocity damping. This is because the angle of the suspension wire -
and therefore the torque it produces - depends on thedifference between the position of the sus-
pension point and the position of the mirror center of mass (CoM). Under local velocity damping,
the CoM follows the suspension point pretty closely at the microseismic peak. But the LSC servo
holds the mirror’s CoM fixed relative to an inertial reference frame; the CoM thus moves with
respect to the suspension point with nearly the full microseismic peak amplitude, and the wire
torque at this frequency is thus larger than with velocity damping.

The wire torque around the microseismic peak turns out to be about 30× higher with the LSC
servo than with velocity damping.1 The loop gain thus needed to be increased, so that it is at least
103 at this frequency; this was accomplished by adding a resonant gain section at 0.15 Hz.

5.4.1.5 Multiple degrees-of-freedom

The modeling in the proceeding sections gives our estimate of the excitations and a servo design
for a ‘generic’ angular pitch degree-of-freedom and wavefront sensor. This should apply well to
the critical degrees-of-freedom over the 4 km baseline. Other wavefront sensor signals have less
severe residual angle requirements, but poorer equivalent angle noise in the GW-band. The com-
plete multiple-input multiple-output servo modeling has not yet been performed, but inTable 11

1. Since this coupling depends on well controlled mechanical parameters of the suspension, this effect could
in principle be made less significant by imbalancing the four coil currents due to the length control signal
so as to cancel the wire torque with an opposite coil-magnet torque.
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we give the basic servo parameters of the various wavefront sensor signals. The baseline approach

to dealing with the multiple degrees-of-freedom is to keep the signals in the wavefront sensor
basis for applying the servo functions and some of the low-pass filtering; then the WFS signals are
combined to give torque control signals for the individual mirrors, and any LP filtering that is
common to all channels is applied before the signals are fed into the suspension controllers. A
block diagram of this scheme is shown in Figure 17. We note that though this is the baseline

Sensor
Sensing
direction

Sα
(rad/√Hz)

Filtering
req.@40 Hz

Target
servo
BW,
Hz

Target
residual

rms angle,
rad

Mirrors
controlled by
this sensor

WFS1 u2 9 × 10-15 ≥ 56 dB 5 0.8 × 10-8 All TM’s

WFS2a u1 8.8 × 10-15 ≥ 56 dB 5 0.8 × 10-8 ITM’s, RM

WFS2b
-.14u1-

.4u2+.9u3
8.8 × 10-14 ≥ 76 dB 2-3 5 × 10-8 ITM’s

WFS3
.8u1+.13u4

+.5u5
9.1 × 10-14 ≥ 76 dB 1-2 1 × 10-7 RM

WFS4
.7u1-

.46u4+.55u5
7.3 × 10-14 ≥ 76 dB 1-2 1 × 10-7 All TM’s

QPD-X IB 4 × 10-14 ≥ 70 dB 0.5 2 × 10-7 IB

QPD-Y -.9BS+.45IB 2 × 10-14 ≥ 65 dB 0.5 2 × 10-7 BS, IB

Table 11 Sensing specifications and nominal servo parameters for each of the sensors used for
alignment control. A filtering requirement of X dB means that the open loop gain must be -X dB or
smaller at 40 Hz, in order to filter out the sensing noise. In this scheme, four different servo designs are
used. The design used for WFS1 and WFS2a is labelled ‘Servo 1’, the design for WFS2b is ‘Servo 2’, the
design for WFS3 and WFS4 is ‘Servo 3’, and the design for QPD-X and QPD-Y is ‘Servo 4.’
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approach, the electronics will be designed so that any matrix transformation of the alignment
sensing signals can be applied (to better diagonalize the signals into some desired basis, e.g.).

5.4.1.6 Actuation Range & Noise

The DC actuation range for pitch and yaw will be± 10-4 radians (± 10 divergence angles), for fre-
quenciesf > 10 mHz. The servo modeling shows that the angular correction in the single degree-
of-freedom model is about± 10-5 rad, dominated by corrections at the microseismic peak (see ref-
erence [11]). It is so large due to the length-angle cross-coupling effect described in section
5.4.1.4 above.

For frequenciesf < 10 mHz, the worst case stack drift in yaw of 8×10-10rad/sec ([12]) determines
the range requirement: in order that we have sufficient angular control to maintain alignment over
~10 days, the full suspension angular actuation range of± 1 mrad is required.
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Figure 17 Block diagram of nominal multiple degree-of-freedom servo,where the servo
functions are applied in the basis in which the alignment signals are sensed. The final low-pass filter
(LPF) is nominally fixed, and supplied as part of the suspension controller. The bottom four
channels have additional low-pass filtering (implemented in software) in order to meet the filter
requirements given in Table 11. The servo definitions are given in Table 11.
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transformations
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In the GW-band, if the noise everywhere in the loop is dominated by the WFS noise as specified
in section 5.3.1.4, the noise at the actuator output will meet the noise requirements for the system.
Nonetheless, for clarity we also give the actuator output noise requirements; referred to the noise
current in an individual coil channel, the requirements are (assuming the suspension parameters
given in reference [13]1):

• Current noise < 8 pA/√Hz per coil,f > 40 Hz.

5.4.1.7 Comparison with requirements

The estimate for the total degradation of the shot noise sensitivity given the performance levels

given in the preceding sections is given in Table 12. The requirement is that the degradation be no
more than 0.5%, and we see that the estimate is essentially at that level. We note that the residual
angle estimates for the dominant degrees-of-freedom correspond to worst case estimates, since
they are made under the condition of ‘high Louisiana ground noise.’

Regarding the control noise requirement, we have not yet made a detailed estimate of the control
noise on all the optics, including all the signal channels with their appropriate noise levels and
gains (though by following the servo parameters given in Table 11 we should meet the require-
ments). This estimate will be made as part of the final design, as details of all the loop shapes are
developed.

1. Specifically, the DC angle coefficients for the LOS coil-magnet combination are 3.68 mrad/Amp for pitch
and 2.55 mrad/Amp for yaw, where ‘Amp’ is the sum of the four coil currents.

Direction
Residual Angle,

radians rms

Shot noise
sensitivity

degradation (%)

u1 0.8 × 10-8 0.21

u2 0.8 × 10-8 0.25

u3 5.5 × 10-8 0.05

u4 10-8 <0.01

u5 1.8 × 10-7 0.01

SUM 0.52

Table 12 Residual angles under WFS control. The degrees-of-freedom are assumed to be independent,
and the sensor signals are assumed to be stabilized to the degree given in Table 11.
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5.4.2. Acquisition servo

When we first engage the alignment servos (either in Detection mode or in the acquisition states),
we would like a servo loop that is more robust (more gain and phase margin) than the Detection
mode servo, but is not restricted by the Detection mode residual angle and noise requirements.

5.5. Mode Cleaner Alignment Design

5.5.1. Initial Alignment

Initial alignment of the mode cleaner is included as part of the interferometer initial alignment
task (section 3). This will include setting the optic axis of the MC such that the beam hits each
MC mirror within ~2 mm of its center (done be visual inspection of the visible alignment beam),
meeting the centering requirement

5.5.2. Alignment Acquisition

The input beam to the mode cleaner must first be aligned well enough so that the MC can be
locked on the TEM00 mode (input beam angle and position should be within ~1/3 of the MC
divergence angle and beam waist, respectively). This will be done by the monitoring spot patterns
on the MC mirrors and of the transmitted beam, and manually controlling the input beam direc-
tion until the patterns collapse to something close to a TEM00 mode. We expect this procedure
will need to be done only once at the outset (or if there is a major perturbation to the input beam
direction).

The results of modal modeling and prototype experience have both shown that once length control
(cavity resonance) is achieved, proper wavefront sensor signals exist for bringing the cavity into
optimal alignment. Thus once the MC is resonant, the wavefront sensor loops will be closed.

5.5.3. Detection Mode Alignment

The absolute alignment requirement for the MC is much more tolerant than for the interferometer.
The MC beam divergence angle is 200µrad, and controlling each degree-of-freedom to within 5
µrad of optimal will ensure that the TEM00 mode coupling is > 99%.

Wavefront sensors will be used to detect the misalignments of the mode cleaner [T960118-00-D].
The signals will be generated from the interferometer’s non-resonant sidebands; they will be
detuned slightly from the mode cleaner resonance, so that roughly 10% of the non-resonant side-
band power is reflected from the mode cleaner. The non-resonant sidebands will also give a
length/frequency error signal that will be used by the LSC to control the mode cleaner length and
the laser frequency (both the length and angle signals in this case are a factor of 3 lower than they
would be if the sidebands were completely reflected).1 The advantage of this scheme is that no
new sidebands are needed, and that the GW-sensing sidebands are left resonant in the mode
cleaner.
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The servo system serves to find the optimal alignment and control against drifts; the loop design
will have a simple one-pole response, and a maximum bandwidth of 1 Hz. Control may be applied
to the either the input beam direction, via steerable mirrors in the IOO (outside the vacuum), or to
the mode cleaner mirrors, through the suspension coils; see Figure 18. Ideally we would like to
apply the correction to the elements which are drifting more with respect to the telescope and
COC optics, but it is not obvious whether this will be the input beam or the mode cleaner mirrors,
and we include the option of controlling both in the design.

5.6. 2 km Interferometer
The design of the ASC system for the 2 km interferometer is nominally the same as for the 4 km
interferometer. The two additional optics (the folding mirrors) will need to be included in the ini-
tial alignment procedure. In Detection mode, the folding mirrors will be locally damped (in
angle).

The GW-sensitivity to misalignment, and the wavefront sensor signals for the 2 km interferometer
have been calculated and are found in references [4] and [9], respectively. The differences
between the 2 km and 4 km systems are small (except for the modulation frequencies); no sepa-
rate design is needed for the alignment control system of the 2 km interferometer.

1. The shot noise limit for the frequency detection using this scheme, assuming a non-resonant sideband
modulation index of 0.045, is around 10-5 Hz/√Hz, which is more than adequate.
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Figure 18 Alignment Control system for the mode cleaner.The low pass filters (LPF) after the
mirror drivers serve to filter electronic noise in the GW-band. Alternatively, the control signals
may be sent to the mode cleaner mirrors (using different servo compensation).
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6. TEST PLAN
The Fixed-Mass Interferometer experiment provided successful tests of the wavefront sensing
concept applied to a complete interferometer and prototype WFS head and demodulator hardware
[10]. In addition a single WFS head and demodulator of the same design have been used to suc-
cessfully control the differential alignment of the suspended Phase Noise Interferometer. In the
future the PNI will be equipped with 3 WFS units, the heads of which will use the specific photo-
diodes being planned for the LIGO WFS heads.1

We are also planning a test of a large subset of LIGO ASC hardware and software in order to
prove the validity of the conceptual design, to help with the specifications of the ASC final design
and to test the performance of the LIGO ASC electronics (especially aspects of the signal process-
ing and digital control system). Additionally, it will deliver a test setup to check and calibrate
ASC hardware before it will be installed into LIGO.

A schematic of the test setup is shown in Figure 19. It consists of one AM laser source, one wave-
front sensor, one quadrant photodetector, one suspension, one suspension controller, one optical
lever, one camera and one VME system (plus the necessary support equipment). The AM laser
light is bounced off the suspended mirror before it hits the wavefront sensor. This makes it possi-
ble to digitally close the servo loop between the wavefront sensor and the suspended mirror and to
perform a careful bench test of the central pieces of the ASC hardware.

7. DIAGNOSTICS
The ASC diagnostic procedures are divided into internal and external diagnostics: internal diag-
nostic tests can be performed entirely inside the ASC subsystem, whereas external diagnostic test
involve other subsystems as well. External tests in most cases require the interferometer to be
operational in a detection-mode-like state. Diagnostic tests on or involving the ASC are outlined
in Table 13.

The external diagnostic tests and calibration measurements are initiated by the main supervisory
console after the interferometer is in the desired state (see Fig. 20). The ACS/LSC subsystems are
then generating the required stimulus to drive mirror angles, mirror positions, etc. Since data from
different subsystems have to be analyzed combined, the measured data is — as in the case of the
detection mode operation — transferred to the CDS data acquisition system (frame builder) and
stored to disk/tape. In order to obtain a self contained data set additional data which might be
required to complete the diagnostic analysis, such as the waveform of the stimulus, will be added
to the data stream by the subsystems. Consequently, the on-line data analysis software will be
used to process the data and to extract the diagnostics and calibration information. In case of a cal-

1. This is a non-trivial point; one of the lessons of the FMI was that the quadrant diodes used there were
very unreliable. It will be comforting to have some long term experience with the new diodes.



Diagnostics Type Condition Drive Measurement Monitor Analysis Action

1 Sensitivity
Matrix

external detection
mode

ifo mirror angles
sine: 50–200 Hz
10–13 to 10–12 rad

WFS SUS sensors
opt. lev.

Fourier update ASC
servo matrix &
rf phases

2 Centering external detection
mode

bs & ib direction
sine: <1 Hz
10–7 to 10–6 rad

QMPU
bs & ib control

WFS
SUS sensors
opt. lev.

Fourier update ASC
servo matrix

3 Angle-length
coupling

external detection
mode

ifo mirror angles
sine: 50–200 Hz
10–13 to 10–12 rad

LSC signals WFS
SUS sensors
opt. lev.

Fourier adjust transverse
mirror positions

4 Input beam
jitter coupling

external detection
mode

ib direction
sine: 50–200 Hz
10–13 to 10–12 rad

ifo mirror angles
static: ~10–7 rad

LSC signals
(dark port)

WFS
SUS sensors
opt. lev.

Fourier update ASC
servo offsets

5 Maximum
GW
sensitivity

external detection
mode

ifo mirror angles
static: grid

diff. length, e.g.
150 Hz, 10–17 m

power
LSC signals

WFS
SUS sensors
opt. lev.

Average
Fourier

update ASC
servo offsets

6 Mode
matching

external detection
mode

mode matching
telescope

power cameras Average adjust
telescope

7 Frequency
response

external detection
mode

ifo mirror angles
ib direction

step: 1–10 s

WFS
angle controls

WFS
SUS sensors
opt. lev.

Average update ASC
servo bandwidth

8 Transient external acquisition
mode

seismic WFS, power
LSC signals

SUS sensors
opt. lev.

Time series get smart

9 Photodiode
calibration

internal setup
mode

light bulb WFS (dc & rf) Fourier adjust ASC
calibration
corrections

Table 13 Diagnostic Tests
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ibration run the new calibration data can be used to update the parameters (machine state) of the
ASC subsystem.

8. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OPEN ISSUES

8.1. Sensors for maintaining acquisition alignment
The baseline plan is to use the suspension sensors for this function. However, the design of the
optical levers is such that the orientation signals generated from them may be used as inputs to the
local angular damping servos if desired.

AM laser source

camera

optical lever
SUS

SUS controller

motorized mount

WFS

QMPU

demodulator

DSP / VME

ADC ADC DAC

DAQ

console

ISC computer

shutter

calibration light source

Figure 19  ASC Prototype Setup
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8.2. Frequency response of WFS signals
The frequency response of the WFS signals has recently been calculated by Daniel Sigg, by the
familiar technique of including audio sidebands into the operators. The results are detailed in ref-
erence [14]. As expected, no features in the transfer functions show up until the frequency where

Figure 20 Control and data flow for the external ASC/LSC calibration and diagnostic tests.
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the TEM10 mode is resonant in the arm cavity, which occurs at 11.4 kHz. We conclude that there
is no frequency dependence of the wavefront sensor signals which would be significant for the
angular alignment servos.

APPENDIX 1 DEFINITIONS AND PARAMETERS
The interferometer parameters used for the calculations in this document are listed in Table 14,
and the properties of the interferometer sensitivity covariance matrix are listed in.

APPENDIX 2 ASC CHANNEL COUNT
A superset of the ASC channels may be found in an appendix in the ASC Conceptual Design
Documentation.

Parameter Unit arm (ITM) arm (ETM) recycl. (RM)

length (common / differential) m 3999.01 9.38/0.21

power transmission % 3 0.0015 2.44

losses ppm

radius of curvature m -14,571 7400 -9998.65

modulation frequencies MHz 23.97 35.96 (NR)

modulation depths Γ 0.45 0.045

wavelength µm 1.064

Table 14 Interferometer parameters used in the modeling.

Name
eigenvector (ellipsoid axis) eigenvalue

σi
2

∆ETM ∆ITM ETM ITM RM

u1 0 0 0 -0.58 0.81 -0.00061

u2 0.91 0.42 0 0 0 -0.0005

u3 -0.42 0.91 0 0 0 -0.116

u4 0 0 0.92 0.32 0.23 -0.834

u5 0 0 0.39 -0.75 -0.54 -6.39

Table 15 Covariance Matrix. Eigenvalues (variances) and eigenvectors (axes of direction of variance
ellipsoid) of the signal-to-noise matrix.
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